
“Safety Central” 

Wednesday September 25, 2013 

 

SITUATION: 

“Safety Central” is a traffic safety initiative to support the ABC (Always Be Careful) school safety 

approved program held every month in September for the return to school. 

Central Park Public School is an elementary school in Markham (523 area) that is in need of 

increased safety around the school site.  Information was received from parents of attending 

school children and the school Principal that there is little obedience to traffic safety and the 

offending drivers are parents. 

A complaint area was added #31506 after the COR Sergeant attended a meeting coordinated by 

Public Health August 22, 2013.  Stakeholders included School principal, public health nurse, and 

engineering, Markham Bylaw, parent’s council and the York Regional Police.  A “Safety Central” 

strategy was planned in order to educate the public, including students and parents of the rules 

of the road.  

BACKGROUND: 

5COR received a letter from a resident that informed police that although the distance from her 

residence to Central Park P.S. was relatively short, she felt she needed to drive her child 

because it was unsafe to walk due to aggressive driving.  The resident alleged that parents 

dropping off their children were pulling into driveways and backing up with no regard to 

pedestrians using the sidewalks and the crossing guard and prohibited stopping signs were 

ignored.  Police attended the following day and noted a large disregard for the no stopping 

signs in front of the school.   

Public Heath informed the police that 70 % of the residents are within the “walk to school” 

distance yet more than half of those able to walk, are driven to school.  The volume of motor 

vehicles at drop off and pick up times is causing congestion and driver frustration and the 

increasing the opportunity for driver’s to park where prohibited due to legitimate parking being 

occupied.  

The Safety Central Strategy is a four part process where police will engage students who are 

pedestrians and driven to school as well as the parents that insist on driving their child to 

school.  

1.  Awareness by increased police presence at the start of the school year. 



2.  Education by police participating in a school assembly. 

3.  Engagement by working with pedestrians to always be careful. 

4.   Modify the parent emotional hook of driving their child at Curriculum Night. 

These four steps will be followed up with sporadic enforcement as a process of maintain 

visibility in the Central park P.S. area and updating the assigned complaint area #31506. 

 

MISSION: 

The mission is deterring aggressive driving among the target group (pedestrians and drivers) 

attending at Central Park Public School. 

 

EXECUTION: 

Wednesday September 4, 2013 was the second day of the 2013-14 school years, where 5COR 

police officers attended 100 Central park Drive in Markham in uniform between 0830H and 

0900H and again between 1515H and 1545H.  Police observed parents parking in the “no 

stopping” zone in front of the school.  Some drivers failed to yield to traffic when starting from 

stopped position.  Drivers stopped their motor vehicle in the middle of the road to allow 

children to disembark and run across the road in between stopped motor vehicles because they 

were late in arriving.  The crossing guard explained to police that there were many close calls 

during the last school year where drivers ignored his stop sign.  Ten drivers were cautioned by 

police on where not to park and gave direction as to where parking was permissible. 

Friday September 20, 2013, PC Parker and PC Clarke attended the school assembly and 

discussed being prepared for school and allowing enough time in the morning to get ready so 

they and their parents, who drive them, are not rushed.  The target audience were student 

pedestrians as well as students that are driven to school.  The emphasis was to be aware of 

your surroundings, including other vehicles when walking to school and to remind parent 

drivers to be a safe driver. 

Wednesday September 25, 2013, 5COR officers will attend Central Park P.S. for a walk to school 

day.  The mascot will engage students in front of the school and hand out ABC bookmarks to 

students that walk to school.  Police officers and auxiliary personnel will be visible and will 

discourage aggressive driving by walking on Central Park Drive between Atlantic Avenue and 

West Side Drive.  This is a follow up piece to the assembly where police will engage students 

while walking on the safety tips discussed during the previous week’s assembly.  



The School Principal Alison Hall is promoting a reward system to encourage students to walk to 

school for health benefits and the environment.  The president of the parent council is going to 

work with the school officials to develop an educational program where walkers get their name 

on a paper shoe affixed to the school corridor near the entry.   

Some of the offences expected to be observed:  

City of Markham parking infractions: 

 $50  Park to obstruct any portion of a sidewalk 

 $50  Park in a prohibited place 

 $50  Stop in a prohibited place 

 $50 Park  on private property without consent of the owner 

  
Highway Traffic Act 

 Fail to yield to pedestrian  $150 

 Start from parked position not in safety $85 

 Interfere with Traffic  $50   

 Fail to obey school stop crossing $150 

 Disobey sign $85 (no U-turn sign) 
 

Wednesday October 2, 2013, 5COR officers will attend the curriculum night for Central Park P.S. 

as the parent’s advised most parents attend and the police will have a captive audience.  

Auxiliary members will be assisting by wearing the mascot for curriculum night and engaging 

attendees.  The message will be to encourage their children to walk to school and if necessary 

to drive to school then leave within reasonable time to afford a safe approach for everyone.   

The traffic complaint # 31506 will be checked monthly during the school year for compliance.  

 

 



 

Central Park Public School  
100 Central Park Avenue 
Markham  
ADMINISTRATION: 

Personnel 
Supervisor:  Sergeant Morash #581 
3 officers from 5 COR  
Team Leader: PC Clarke #1923 
Youth Education Officer 
2 Auxillary Officers 
Markham Bylaw Officers 
Mascot 
 



Equipment 
ABC bookmarks will be utilized on walking Wednesday September 25 2013. 
 
Dress 
All officers will be in full uniform with forge hats and traffic vest so they are readily associated 
with traffic direction and not give cause for alarm for arriving students and parents. One 
auxiliary officer will be wearing the mascot. 
 
Timeline 
Walking Wednesday September 25, 2013, 0800-0900H 
Curriculum Night Wednesday October 2, 2013, 1900-2030H 
 
 
COMMAND AND SIGNALS: 
 
Communications 
Members will use 5 District uniform radio channel and will log off on foot patrol while 
conducting the Safety Central initiative.   
 
Media 
York Regional Police Corporate Communications will be invited to participate in the walking 
Wednesday deployment.  Any further media inquiries can be directed to Sgt. Morash #581, 
5COR. Photos will be taken for publication at the discretion of YRP. 
 
Distribution List: 
5 District Command 
Duty Inspector 
Staff Sergeant  A Platoon 
Corporate Communications 
Communication-5 District Dispatcher 
Traffic Unit Programs Sergeant 
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Prepared by Sergeant Morash #581, 5COR 
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